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By BRETT KOPPEN
Staff writer
A debate between U.S.
Senatorial  candidates Dick
Durbin, D-Springfield, and Al
Salvi, R-Mundelein, will be one
of the highlights of the Abraham
Lincoln Festival on Saturday.
The debate between Durbin
and Salvi begins at 10 a.m. at the
Coles County Fairgrounds, and a
flip of the coin will decide who
speaks first, said Joe Woodard,
organizer of the event.
“The candidates decide what
to talk about,” Woodard said.
“The debate will be following in
the tradit ion of the Lincoln-
Douglas debate.”
Salvi and Durbin are
competing against each other for
the same seat that  Abraham
Lincoln and Stephen A. Douglas
competed for in 1858. Lincoln
and Douglas debated at seven
sites throughout Illinois, and the
Coles County Fairgrounds was
the fourth spot for debate.
Each candidate will have 20
minutes to debate any topic of
his choice, then the other will
have 10 minutes of rebuttal. This
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”
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9 a.m. Festival begins. Civi l War
Encampment, antique/craft booths.
9-9:30 a.m. Parade
9:30 a.m. National Anthem, Bike
Safety Rodeo
9:40 a.m. Lincoln Presenter
10 a.m. Welcome by Charleston
Mayor Dan Cougill, Children’s games
10:10-11:30 a.m. U.S. Senate
Debate between U.S. Rep. Dick
Durbin (D) and state Rep. Al Salvi (R)
Noon Lincoln Log Cabin State
Historic Site Style Show, Tallest Stove
Pipe Hat Contest
12:45 p.m. Lincoln impersonator
1:05 p.m. Lincoln impersonator
1:30 p.m. 33rd Ill inois Volunteer
Regiment Band
2:15 p.m. Lincoln impersonator
2:35 p.m. Harmonica performer
3-4:30 p.m. Lincoln impersonators
Abraham Lincoln Family
Festival schedule of events
S a t u r d a y  •  C o l e s  C o u n t y  F a i r g r o u n d s
IBE MASAYUKI/Staff photographer
Voodoo head
Chris Brown (left), senior speech communication major, and Lori Wright (right), senior speech communication major, look at a
shrunken head Thursday afternoon in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr University Union during the
Cultural Fair held as a part of Eastern’s Latino Heritage Celebration.
By JESSICA BAKER
Administration editor
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
approved a proposal that will require university
honors students to study abroad one semester
during their college career.
Herbert Lasky, director of the University Honors
Program, said the idea, initiated by Eastern
President David Jorns, of sending honors students
to study in other countries has been discussed for a
couple of years, and the only thing the honors
program was waiting for was the approval from the
CAA.
“(Jorns) thought it would be a great opportunity
for the students,” he said.
“I have talked to other presidents and faculty
members at other universities and all of them think
this is a good idea,” Lasky said. “Some of the
universities, such as Texas A&M and University of
Utah, are interested in doing the program along
with Eastern.”
Students will be placed in countries where
English is not the first language. Students will
listen to lectures and take notes in the country’s
native language. 
Student Senate member Kelly Brown, chairman
Going abroad
Salvi, Durbin to match wits
Saturday at Lincoln Festival By KEITH SEIZStaff writer
Student Government, the
Woman’s Advocacy Council and
the League of Women Voters
combined efforts Thursday to
increase the number of students
registered to vote.
The video, “One Woman One
Vote,” was shown Thursday in
the Kansas Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
to promote the importance of
womens’ vote.
History instructor Lynn Curry
was also at the event to answer
questions. She stressed the
importance of the female vote in
the upcoming November ele-
ction.
She said woman voters
between 18 and 25 are the lowest
participating group in elections.
She said this makes her “just
want to cry after seeing what
these women went through.”
Members of the League of
Women Voters were there to
hand out pamphlets and answer
questions.
A voter registration drive
followed the video.
Brian Anderson, student vice
president for public affairs, said
the Student Government’s goal
of registering 1,000 students is
more than half complete. He said
the drive has been successful so
far.
Registration deadline is Oct.
8, and Anderson said the Student
Government will be sponsoring
more events to complete its
1,0000–student goal.
A voter registration table will
be set up from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Oct. 1 and 2  in the walkway of
the Union. Anderson said he
“hopes to have an information
sheet on the table of the major
candidates and issues.”
Other registration tables will
be set up on Sept. 30 in Thomas
Hall, Stevenson Hall and the
Sigma Kappa house.
By MINDY BUYCK
Student government editor
The Apportionment Board Thursday tabled
all additional allocations requests until the
paperwork from last year has been finalized.
The AB bylaws state that if the reserve
account is below $100,000, the AB cannot
give any additional allocations except in
emergency situations. The account is
currently at $95,384.53.
It has been projected that the account will
stand at $106,000 when the books are closed
and finalized, but the board members do not
want to give any additional allocations until
they are certain the reserve account is above
the minimum balance. The books will be
closed on Sept. 30, and the AB hopes to have
the finalized balance by the end of October.
Lance Phillips, student vice president for
financial affairs and the AB chair, said so far
the AB has received requests from the
University Board, the Division of Campus
Recreation and Sports and themselves.
All requests for additional allocations are
due by Oct. 1.
Phillips said he will be sending out a memo
explaining the decision to each group that
must come to the AB with budget requests.
“Each activity has a budget already. We are
going to have to say sorry, but they will have
to go by their budget this time,” Phillips said.
The AB also decided to send ex-officio
members from AB to Division of Campus
Recreation and Sports and UB. The AB will
also have ex-officio members from those
boards come to AB meetings. The ex-officio
members will be non-voting members, but
will be able to give input and make weekly
reports.
AB puts all allocation requests on hold until paperwork is done
Women register to vote
Groups encourage female activism
See LINCOLN page 2A
See ABROAD page 2A
Honors students may
have to study overseas
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Piano man
Josh Glasser, junior foreign language major, plays piano Thursday
afternoon in the hall in front of the Grand Ballroom of Martin Luther
King Jr University Union.
WASHINGTON (AP) – Courting a veto by
President Clinton, the Republican-controlled House
pushed toward final congressional approval Wednesday
of legislation to impose a ban on certain late-term abor-
tions.
The measure would ban the rarely-used technique –
termed “partial birth abortion” by its opponents –
except in cases where it is essential to save the life of
the mother.
The procedure is an “offense to the conscience of
mankind. This is something we need to stop now,” said
Rep. Charles Canady, R-Fla., a leading supporter of the
legislation.
The procedure, which is a variation of more tradition-
al abortions, is referred to by some doctors as “intact
dilation and evacuation.” It involves partially extracting
a fetus, legs first, through the birth canal, then collaps-
ing its skull and suctioning out the skull contents.
By passing the measure, Republicans intend to con-
front Clinton with an election-year dilemma. Given the
gruesome nature of the procedure involved – and law-
makers described it in graphic detail during debate –
Republicans believe there is widespread public support
for the bill.
The vote also demonstrated a new strength of anti-
abortion forces in the Republican-controlled Congress
that took office in January last year. The measure marks
the first time since abortion was legalized more than
two decades ago that Congress sought to ban a particu-
lar method of the operation.
Senate supports abortion veto
of Academic Affairs, said studying
abroad is an incredible experience. 
“When I was in high school, I
studied abroad in Costa Rica,” she
said. “I spent my time learning
geometry and chemistry in Spanish,
and I understood them more in
Spanish than I did in English.”
Student Senate member Jackie
McGrath, who is an honors student,
said she doesn’t think the study
abroad program should be a
requirement. She said she would be
more excited if the program was
voluntary. 
“One of my main reasons for
coming to Eastern was because of
the honors program,” she said.
“And I think that if we make this a
requirement, it will turn people
away from joining the program.”
Student Body President Jason
Anselment, who is also an honors
student, said this program will be a
challenge to the students. “I think
this program will attract more stu-
dents to Eastern, not scare them
away,” he said.
The proposal, which was initiated
in the University Honors Program,
is designed so that students would
be taking courses in another country
that could be integrated into both
the core curriculum and into the
honors program curriculum.
Lasky said the students will pay
the same amount of money that
they do at Eastern for tuition and
room and board.
He said the program will allow
honors students to earn 17-19 cred-
ited hours. He also said that stu-
dents won’t lose any time for gradu-
ation.
Bill Addision, CAA member,
said the honors students will have to
make personal adjustments while
trying to accomplish the required
honors program curriculum in
another country.
“I think the student will have a
hard time trying to adjust to living
in another country, and I think they
will have a hard time trying to keep
up with the curriculum,” Addison
said. “I think they should be given
more credited hours besides just the
17-19 hours.”
Lasky said that the council might
be selling the students short. “I
think the students are capable of
studying in another country,” he
said.
Lasky said he wants to experi-
ment with the program for a couple
of semesters to see how everything
goes.
“In the spring of 1998, I want to
get this program started, and then in
the year 1999, we can sit down and
evaluate the program to see if there
needs to be improvements in the
requirements,” he said.
He said students will be studying
in Belgium, France, and Mexico.
ABROAD from page one
is the same format as the
Lincoln-Douglas debate.
After the debate, the crowd
will have an opportunity to ask
the candidates questions. The
crowd will write down questions
on a piece of paper and place
them in a basket and the organiz-
ers will select which questions
the candidates will answer,
Woodard said.
The festival will also feature
nine Abraham Lincoln presenters
that will speak throughout the
day. Each presenter will give a
short speech on a part of
Lincoln’s life, said Woodard who
is also the first presenter at the
festival.
The festival begins at 9 a.m. on
Saturday with a parade and quilt
show. Other activities include the
Tallest Stove-Pipe Hat Contest
and the Lincoln Log Cabin State
Historic Site Style Show, which is
a period style show performed by
volunteers from the Lincoln Log
Cabin State Historic Site. There
will also be children’s games and
dances similar to those of
Lincoln’s time.
Entrance to the festival is free,
and it lasts from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at the Coles County Fairgrounds.
To get to the fairgrounds, take
Route 16 (Lincoln Avenue) into
Charleston and turn north on East
Street. East Street leads directly
to the fairgrounds.
The Rotaract Club is sponsor-
ing a spaghetti dinner to help raise
money for Eastern’s Office of
Disability Services.
The dinner, which has been
held two times a year for six
years, will be from 4 to 8 p.m.
Sunday at Stix Banquet Facility.
Home delivery is also available.
The delivery dinner is $3 for a
large serving of spaghetti and two
pieces of garlic bread. The all you
can eat banquet is also $3.
For home delivery, call 232-
9232. There is no charge for the
call.
The Rotaract Club has sold
around 300 meals at each dinner
in the past, which has amounted
to around $500 being donated to
the Office of Disability Services,
said Doug Bock, the Rotary advis-
er to the Charleston Rotaract
Club.
Rotaract dinner to help disabled
LINCOLN from page one
By TRACY NICKLESS
Staff writer
Sigma Kappa sorority is hold-
ing its second philanthropic
Sandblast Volleyball Tournament
this weekend.
Sandblast, a double elimina-
tion tournament, began Thursday
and will end Sunday. Eighteen
teams are participating in the
tournament.
“I’m really excited about the
tournament this year because
we’ve doubled the number of
teams,” said Tracy Hinton, phi-
lanthropic chair for Sigma
Kappa.
Each member of Sigma Kappa
is involved in the tournament as a
public relations representative,
coach or referee, said Mandy
Everette, public relations chair
for the tournament.
Sunday is the championship
game and the announcement of
Mr. Sandman, chosen by the
Sigma Kappa referees. Mr.
Sandman is the team member
with the most spirit, talent and
sportsmanship.
Each team member pays a $10
entry fee. The fraternities can
have numerous teams.
The money from the entry fees
paid by each team member are
donated to several organizations.
Sigma Kappa donates the money
to organizations to fight
Alzheimer ’s Disease, to aid
Inherit the Earth and also to local
philanthropies, Hinton said. 
“We tried to get the fraternities
excited about the tournament,”
Everette said. “We have also
extended it to non-greek teams to
get Eastern in general involved
(and) not keep everything in the
greek system.”
Sigma Kappa has had a lot of
support from the community.
Saturday at noon, in addition to
the tournament there will be an
open barbecue behind the Sigma
Chi house volleyball courts.
Domino’s Pizza, hot dogs and
soda will be sold.
Sorority ‘Sandblast’ this weekend
345-2466
SANDWICH SHOP
405 Lincoln Ave.
NAOKO KOJIMA/Staff photographer
Flying high
Junior elementary education major, Mike
Moyers,  a member of the blue cheer team,  prac-
tices tumbling Thursday evening in McAfee gym-
nasium.
By JENNY VISSER
Staff writer
The University Parking Committee will hold its
first meeting of the semester to discuss any parking
problems that have arisen in the first few weeks of
school.
The committee will meet at 11 a.m. Oct. 1 in the
Pa r i s  Room of  the  Mar t in  Lu the r  K ing  J r.
University Union.
The committee is headed by Eastern’s Chief of
Police Thomas Larson and is made of 14 members
as of the last meeting, Larson said. The members
of the committee include faculty from academic
affairs, Faculty Senate and officers.
“We will discuss issues of concern, and also
review and update any issues that anyone has from
before,” Larson said.
The committee will also discuss a long-term plan
to make more spaces available on campus.
“It costs $1,000 or more per space to build and
to maintain,” said Osborne.
The committee would like to see 200 or 300
more spaces, but the committee still needs to look
into  amount  of  money and space new parking
would take, Osborne said.
Osborne said there are still permits available,
and that he monitors the lots at Eastern and has
seen many open spaces at the stadium lot as well as
the Ninth Street lot.
“We have been giving out less tickets,” said Sgt.
Ron Osborne when comparing the number of tick-
ets given out this year to previous years. Osborne
said that students must have begun to realize that
the tickets cost more than they expect.
“The number of tickets was first heavy, but have
dropped off heavily in the last  couple weeks,”
Osborne said.
Osborne said the university has an appeals sys-
tem for parking tickets, but the ticket must be paid
before placing the appeal.
“The appeal is filled out and sent to the appeal
committee which consist of two staff members, two
s tudents ,  and  one  cha i r,”  Osborne  sa id .  “The
appea l  i s  e i ther  approved  or  den ied  –  i f  i t  i s
approved then the money is returned.”
Larson said he is  hoping to have some new
members present at the upcoming meeting. The
meeting is open to anyone who is interested, he
said.
Committee
to discuss
problems
By TISON HOWERTER
Staff writer
Gene Scholes will be retiring on Sept.
30 after working at Booth Library’s
audio visual department for 30 years.
“I have had an opportunity to work
with many bright people and this job
has been a blessing to me,” Scholes
said.
He started in 1966 as the director of
campus services in the audio visual
department, and in 1972 he became the
director of the department. He has held
that position ever since.
Scholes has been the president of the
state media association and is currently
serving on Charleston’s City Council.
“One of the nicest things about my
leaving the university is that I’m leav-
ing a job where I’m completely happy,”
Scholes said.
William Gibbs will take over the
department, and Scholes and his wife
travel while they are still in good health,
he said.
Scholes said in his years at Eastern,
one major change that has occurred at
the university is in the size of the facul-
ty. In 1966 the entire faculty knew each
other’s names, but now that is not possi-
ble because there are so many different
people working at the university, he
said.
Scholes said that he will miss coming
to work, and he will miss seeing his
staff, faculty members and all the other
people that he usually interacts with
every day.
Booth Library is hosting a retirement
dinner for Scholes at 6:30 p.m. on Sept.
27, at the Ramada Inn, in Mattoon.
University faculty and staff are wel-
come to attend. Cost is $16.85 per per-
son.
Library worker retiring after 30 years
BY DENA LOCKWOOD
and ROB STROUD
Staff writers
An Eastern student reported
to police that he discovered his
sliding glass door was open
and i tems valued at  over
$5,000 were stolen sometime
over the weekend.
Gary Henderson,  21,  of
1836 Douglas Ave. reported to
police that his residence had
been broken into and burglar-
ized sometime between 11:30
a.m. Saturday and 8 a.m.
Monday.
Among the missing items
reported were a Pioneer receiv-
er and six-disk CD changer,
two VCRs, 30 Disney movies,
160 CDs and a word processor
with monitor, the report stated.
In other city and campus news:
■ Lisa Spiekys, 21, of 1517
Second St . ,  Michael
Kordewick,  21,  and Brian
Edwards,  22,  both of  1515
Second St., were cited at 11:59
p.m. Sept. 20 at 1515 Second
St. for the sale of alcohol with-
out a license, a police report
stated.
■ Garrod Eads, 24, of 1811
McKinley, was cited at 2:10
a.m. Saturday at the 700 block
of Fourth Street with driving
under the influence of alcohol,
a police report stated.
Robbery reported
BLOTTER
Police
By BRITT CARSON
City editor
Joey’s Place, 405 Lincoln
Ave., reported to police that
they received a bomb threat
over the phone at 6:15 p.m.
Sept. 20.
Amy Luebrecht, 21, an
employee at Joey’s, told police
she answered the phone and an
unknown female voice said,
Did you hear about that bomb
at Ike’s? Thought you should
know about that Ike’s bomb
because you’re next.”
Luebrecht advised the
owner, Mark Grant, of the
phone call and he reported the
incident to the police. Grant
told police he did not feel any
of his employees would have
made the threat.
The police have no suspects
at this time.
Joey’s Place
receives
bomb threat
Student discovers cleaned out apartment
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Community should 
support newest effort 
to fight drunk driving 
Maybe it will work this time. 
S & K Chevrolet of Greenup and H & H 
Transportation of Charleston announced last 
week that they will provide a new service for 
Charleston residents and Eastern students. 
For just $1 they can call 348-RIDE and a driv-
er will pick them up and take them home from 
any Charleston establishment. 
It's a great idea and it's 
Ed• t • ( a worthy cause. I or1a And admirable. They 
will not be making any 
money. It's a service they are offering because 
they want to make sure that students are going to 
get home safe. 
Newspaper theft violates First Amendment 
The Student Senate Wednesday 
night found time during its meet-
ing to talk about the thousands of 
newspapers that were stolen earli-
er this week. 
During announcements, a ques-
tion was brought up in the senate 
how a "free" newspaper could be 
stolen. After that, the members TRAVIS SPENCER 
shared a few laughs after they Regular columnist 
found out the thief or thieves at 
least dumped the stolen items into 
a paper recycling bin rather than 
discarding them in a regular trash receptacle. 
Stealing isn't very humorous. 
But the real issue here isn't theft - even though anyone 
proven guilty could face felony charges for stealing more 
than $300 in goods. 
The issue is blatant censorship. A few thousand dollars 
in advertising sales and paper costs mean very little when 
the First Amendment has been tampered with. 
Whoever stole the newspapers last Tuesday attempted to 
stop students from reading that day's news - which is rob-
bery for every student. Every student on this campus pays a 
subscription of about 2 cents per issue through student 
activity fees for the newspaper. Since someone or a group 
decided to steal the newspapers, the rest of the student body 
was left with an empty newspaper rack. 
It's a serious crime to steal, but censorship is even worse. 
It's not a laughing matter when students can't read about 
a finalized 3.5 percent tuition hike, a grade appeal process, 
letters to the editor, Ross Perot's law suit or even a list of 
students who were arrested that week for retail theft. 
Mark Goodman, from the Student Press Law Center,if! 
Washington, said stealing student newspapers is a groWing 
censorship problem across the nation. 
Now that problem is at Eastem's back door - and it's not 
the first time either. 
ln April of 1976, about 8,000 copies of The Daily 
Eastern News were stolen "out of frustration" over an opin-
ion column in the paper criticizing drinking in the Student 
Government office. 
The column criticized Student 
Government members who were 
drinking alcohol in their office 
contrary to university and state 
regulations. 
Before that day's edition could 
get into the hands of all the stu· 
dents, the newspapers ended up 
missing. 
"Censorship is 
not a laughing 
matter-it 
wasn't 20 years 
ago ... and it 
isn't today. " 
After the vice president for sttr 
dent affairs found out about the 
missing papers. he immediately 
called Bill Clark, the director of student activities, who had 
administrative responsibilities over Student Government. 
Clark was notified that if the people responsible for tai· 
ing the papers didn't return them by noon, they could ha\? 
been in danger "of going to the slammer." 
Clark said he had "an idea" who took them. Morneau 
later, the assistant director for student activities received a 
phone call about the papers and made a deal to retrieve 
them at an off-campus location. 
Later, the senate speaker confessed to taking the newspa-
pers and played it off as a joke. 
It wasn't a joke then, and it's not a joke now. 
Students deserve to read the paper everyday. If someone 
gets embarrassed because his or her name shows up some-
where in the newspaper, it doesn't give him or her the rigbl 
to censor the publication. 
Censorship is not a laughing matter - it wasn't 20 yean 
ago when Student Government members were embarrassCI! 
they were caught drinking in the Union, and it isn't today. 
No one has been found guilty of stealing Tuesday' 
~apers thus far. 
But anonymous tips have been called in, names haw 
been dropped and whoever did it won't be laughing whea 
he or she finally gets caught. 
-Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular colwnnif 
for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address u 
cutss@bgu.edu. 
It's an idea that everyone, which includes the 
Eastern and Charleston community members,- -
need to get involved in. · ' ' • ,,., ~ ... 
A similar program started in 1988 was called 
the Gus Bus. Local bar owners paid about $22.50 
a month to keep the bus moving. At first trans-
portation was provided to and from bars. But in 
1993, transportation to bars was cut from the 
program when university officials said the) 
didn't want to feel responsible for pro\ iding 
transportation Lo a place where students most 
likely will become intoxicated. 
But then. when the time came to pay up. only 
two bars - Stix·s and Stu's - would foot the bill. 
The Gus Bus was just as much a service to 
Eastern students as it was to local bar owners. 
What is better public relations for a bar than pro-
viding transportation home for patrons? 
But then the service was discontinued because 
of lack of funds and support. 
Some fraternities and sororities currently 
implement a type of 'gus bus,' but on a smaller 
scale. 
Every weekend at least two or three members 
are the designated drivers. 
And for functions that take place at local bars, 
a list of designated drivers and sober brothers or 
sisters for the evening is submitted to the 
Panhellenic and Interfratemity Councils. 
Other students elect designated drivers for the 
evening too. 
But now. with 348-RIDE, no student will have 
an excuse to drive home drunk. 
And that is something the whole community 
should be grateful for and support. 
' ' today's quote 
I believe that every right implies a 
responsibility. 
-John Davison Rockefeller, Jr. 
Student should review 
his own actions before 
remarking on maturity 
Dear editor: 
This letter is regarding Kevin 
Franken's Sept. 23 letter to the editor 
in which he commented on the actions 
of Bill Buckley. First of all, J would 
like to say that Franken made some 
valid points about the incident. and he 
did present me with some alternate 
views on the issue. I would like to 
thank him for his insight. My main 
concern about Franken's letter is that 
instead of stating his concerns in a civil 
manner. he resorted to broad general-
izations and name-calling to drive 
home his point. I interpreted Franken's 
letter as one calling for more mature 
behavior from Buckley, but what was 
ironic was that Franken was acting in 
the same manner that he so vehement-
ly condemned. I don't think that name-
calling is very mature behavior, do you 
Mr. Franken? 
Secondly, Franken made the point 
that Buckley was a person wbo 
"picked on and made victims of other 
students." I know Buckley personall~. 
your turn 
and I'm sorry to say that I have never 
seen him pick on or make a victim out 
of anyone. It is very unfortunate when 
someone is made a victim, but what is 
an even greater tragedy is when a per-
son is pigeon-holed and stereotyped 
based on one action. I'm sorry, but one 
action does not define an entire exis-
tence. If he wants to generalize. be 
should have the courtesy to make sure 
the comments he makes fit the intend-
ed person to a tee. I don't think stereo-
typing and inaccurate generalizing is 
very mature, do you Mr. Franken? 
Fmally, I would like to comment on 
Franken's comment that Buckley's 
actions reflect poorly on the greek sys-
tem. I am a member of the "fraternity 
that does not deserve such recognition" 
and I honestly feel that Buckley's 
actions do not reflect poorly on the 
greek system. One action, again, does 
not defme an organization. If he takes 
a look at this incident and compares it 
with all the commendable efforts for 
charity, community and campus that 
greeks have organized and accom-
plished, it seems very ridiculous that 
this reflects poorly on the entire 
system. Franken has turned a ' 
petty incidem into something lhai 
ridiculously over exaggerated. I 
think blowing things out of propo 
is very mature, do you Mr. Franken 
Jim Kanichi 
junior political science 
Charleston reside 
thanks Panthers f 
help in battling can 
Dear editor: 
A big word of thanks to 1 
Eastern football team and Coac 
Bob Spoo and John Smith. On S 
14, they came and participated 
the Relay for Life to raise mone~ 
battle cancer. They didn't just v. 
They entertained and motivated 
rest of us. What a great bun 
They do a Jot more than play C 
ball. Express your thanks the 
time you see one of them. 
Live Music Every Friday & Saturday
* FRIDAY *
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$175 Corona’s & Dosequis
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END
AT
RED DOG
ICEHOUSE
SOUTH PAW 
HEINEKEN
CORONA
DRAFTS
5 OF 10 MOST TOLD LIES TOLD AT STU’S
6.  I’VE NEVER DONE THIS BEFORE
7.  HE STARTED THE FIGHT
8.  I HAVE COLORED CONTACTS IN
9.  DIDN’T YOUR ROOMMATE GIVE YOU 
THE MESSAGE,  ICALLED?!
10. MAKE THE DRINK STIFF, I’LL GIVE YOU A BIG TIP!!!
$1
50¢
$150
3 3$    00$    00
FOOSBALLPOOL
DARTSPINBALL
JERRY’S PUB
FRIDAY
PITCHERS
University Board
HAS AN OPENING FOR OUR
HUMAN POTENTIAL COORDINATOR
An exciting position bringing in Multi Cultural
programming for the Eastern community
Including:
•Black History Month
•Latin Heritage Celebration
•Native American Issues
•And many more Application available at Room 201 Union or call 5117Deadline to apply, Sept. 30  at 4pm
“come see what you
can be with UB”
TONIGHT!
AT: PANTHERS
9:30 pm - 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.,
Nights
348-0288
18 to enter
Place a
BIRTHDAY AD
with a
PHOTO AND
MESSAGE
inThe DailyEasternNews
(Deadline: 2 Business Days
Before Ad is to run)
SURPRISE
YOUR
FRIEND!
ROB
By ALAN FULLER
Staff writer
A mock United Nations
General Assembly to simulate the
United Nations assembly will be
held Saturday.
The mock assembly, hosted by
Model United Nations student
organization, will be held from 8
a.m. until noon and from 1 until 3
p.m. in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
In the past, crisis situations
were mocked as well to show how
the United Nations deals with
events, such as disagreement
among countries, said Meg
Snyder, vice president of Model
United Nations.
“This is a way to show people
on campus, how the U.N. works,”
said Susan Phillips, president of
Model United Nations.
Students will be assigned to
represent a specific country and
will be asked to research their
given country’s beliefs and values
and then represent and make deci-
sions based on what they found,
she said.
Some students receive extra
credit for attendance to the assem-
bly and other students just have an
interest in the United Nations or
in international affairs and
international business careers,
Phillips said.
Phillips said members of the
organization are mainly political
science majors, but anyone is wel-
come to join.
“We lost a lot of members due
to graduation last spring,” Phillips
said. “We now have around 15
members.”
Phillips said she expects as
many as 50 students to attend the
assembly on Saturday.
The General Assembly also
helps prepare students for the
upcoming Mock United Nations
Trial hosted by the Midwestern
chapter of the Model of United
Nations.
This year the trial will be in St.
Louis Feb. 26 through March 1.
One hundred schools are set to
compete in the mock trial.
“St. Louis is very structured in
the way the actual U.N. is con-
ducted,” Phillips said.
Eastern will be taking around
20 students to participate in the
trial and the debates, she said. 
Model UN to be held Saturday
By DEANA POOLE
Staff writer
Residence Hall Association members Thursday
night discussed the Great Lakes Affiliate of College
and University Residence Halls conference that will
be held Nov. 15 to 17 at the University of
Evansville.
“It is a chance for members to get program ideas
and take them back to their residence halls,” said
RHA president Matt Donoho.
“(The conference) also gives people who are
helping with Illinois Residence Hall Association bid
an opportunity to get conference experience,” he
said.
Ten students from Eastern will attend the confer-
ence. Schools from Illinois, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Ontario and Michigan will be participating in the
conference.
Those who attend from Eastern will be selected
through an application process on the basis of the
applicant’s dependability, dedication and work
ethic, Millard said.
By THERESA GAVLIN
Activities editor
University Board is seeking a committed, enthusi-
astic individual to fill a coordinator position for multi-
cultural programming.
A Human Potential coordinator is needed for event
planning of programs such as Latino Heritage
Celebration, Black History Month and Native
American awareness.
The applications are available in the Student Life
Office, located on the third floor of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union and are due back by 4 p.m.
Monday. Interviews for the position will begin Oct. 2.
“Human Potential is a committee designed to pro-
gram many multicultural programs for the campus
community of Eastern,” said Paul Mitchell, graduate
adviser for UB. 
Every UB coordinator must have a 2.25 GPA, put
in at least three office hours per week, be able to work
within a budget, talk to agents on the phone and work
with and retain a committee, said Tom Ryan, vice-
chair for UB.
Human Potential
coordinator sought
Members discuss
RHA conference
Restaurant, Sports Bar
& Banquet Facility
Stix Express 
Lunch Daily in 15 
minutes or Free
Drink Specials
Jello Shots $125
Bar mixers $225
T r y  o u r  N E W  D a n c e  F l o o r !
AND
New Interactive Trivia
Carry-out Available 345-7849
Never A Cover
Check Out QB1 on Sunday
Stix Dance PartyALL WEEKEND
Friday
Lunch-Soup and Sandwich
$2.95
Fish & Chips $4.50
Steak & Shrimp $ 6.95
Saturday
8 oz. Ribeye $6.75
Adve Advertise.Advertise.
Great Deals...
12” One Topping
14” One Topping
$5.95
* pan $1 more
Come see us Friday & Saturday 
from 12am - 2:30am 
for
HOT Carry out Specials
$6.95
677 Lincoln ave
348-1626
Jerry’s Pizza J ’ i
& Pub
Weekend
Specials at
DELIVERY
11:00 am to 1:30 am
Corner of 4th and Lincoln
$7.95 Lg 1
Topping Pizza
& Qt of Coke
$5.95 Sm 1
Topping Pizza
& Qt of Coke
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Discover
Friday Nite at
Take a trip toMargaritaville with
$350 Pitchers
$200 Corona
$250 16 oz Jumbo Margarita
Tom Shillue
UB Presents
Tonight
9 pm in the
Rathskeller
$1 for
Students w/ID
$3 for
General Public
AT GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC...
EVERYTHING’S FREE!
(First Visit Only)
We Are Continuing
Spinal Check-Up Month
Through September
To celebrate, we are offering  
to perform our services on   
your first visit  absolutely
free* with this  certificate!
This includes consultation,
examination, treatment, 
and x-rays if indicated.
Call NOW
to schedule your
appointment. Michael Lee Gandolfi,DC, E.A.S.A.
Gandolfi
Chiropractic Center
ADVANCED CARE FOR OPTIMUM HEALTH
2115 18th Street, Charleston
CALL 345-4065
*New patients only, Certificate must be presented on first visit. Expires 9/30/96
By CHAD MERDA
Staff writer
Friday afternoon the men’s and
women’s cross country teams host
their second and final home meet
of the season in the EIU
Invitational.
The women will kick the event
off at 5 p.m. at the Lantz course
and the men will follow at 5:30. 
The men are fresh off a second
place finish at the Big Blue Cross
Country Invitational. The women
took third.
Some of the teams making their
way to Charleston will be the
University of Illinois at Chicago,
Southeast Missouri State, Olivet
Nazarene University, Wright State
and Western Illinois.
Purdue University and the
University of Dayton will bring
their women’s teams, while Indiana
State will bring its men.
The Lady Boilermakers are
bringing “five of their top seven
guns,” according to cross country
head coach John McInerney.
“They will be real tough, and the
women of Purdue are the team to
beat,” McInerney said. “There will
be three or four teams chasing
Purdue.”
The women will run their usual
5,000-meter race while the men
will run their 8,000-meter race.
Since the meet is on a Friday as
opposed to the normal Saturday
meet, the team has one less day to
prepare. This is also the fourth
weekend meet in a row for the
Panthers even though McInerney
prefers to only go no more than
three.
Despite those factors, McInerney
does not see it as being a huge
stumbling block for his Panthers.
“We planned the training sched-
ule around it,” McInerney said.
“We backed down in training. We
had a real good team-oriented
week.”
The season is finally getting into
full swing, and the Panthers are
finally able to run a meet with all of
their runners healthy.
Injury  something they have had
to deal with all season, especially
with their lead runner, Justin Weiss,
but others such as Todd Moroney
have been able to pick up the
team’s slack.
Harriers host final invitational
solid, strong player, and the rest of the team is just
solid and know volleyball really well; I know they
won’t fall apart,” Scwepker said. “Eastern has a lot
more experience than us and I expect them to play
that way.  
“I’m not a betting man, but if I was, I’d put my
money on Eastern. I would love this match to go to
four games, that will give our team some respect.”
The Lady Tigers are led in kills by junior middle
blocker/outside hitter Diane Gomez with 103.
Following Gomez is freshman outside hitter Regina
Graham who has 81.
The assist leader is freshman Shelly Kim, from
Kapolei, Hawaii, who has 181. Freshman Kristi
Cyrus has accumulated 105.
The leader in digs is freshman outside hitter
Regina Graham who has 153 while Gomez has 142.
Gomez leads the team in blocks with 22 while fresh-
man middle blocker Tammy Timmons has 12.
Overall, the Lady Tigers have 409 kills while giv-
ing away 477 kills. Their opponents have a hitting
percentage of .173 against them while they have a
.112 average.
They have also been out-assisted by their oppo-
nents 411-342. Tennessee State has 52 total block
assists while their opponents have had 84.
With these kinds of numbers and their overall
record, it’s hard for a team to get fired up for the
game.
“This is a conference match, so we need to win,”
Ralston said. “Just remember that we started off the
year 3-8.”
Ralston said the team did something against
Murray State and Tennessee-Martin that she didn’t
like and hopes it doesn’t happen again this week.
“We need to get leads early and hold them,”
Ralston said. “Against Murray State and Martin we
had big leads, but we let them back in the match. We
need to maintain our leads.”
Eastern hopes to get its record back to .500 by the
end of this weekend. On Saturday they take on
Austin Peay (0-3, 5-6) Saturday at 2 p.m. before
playing Chicago State (0-13) in a non-conference
match at 5 p.m.
SPIKERS from page 8A
Strother’s six goals and one
assist during last weekend’s vic-
tories have vaulted her scoring to
a total of 31 points, which is cur-
rently second in the nation.
The success of the team has not
come only from the offense.
The defense has also been
solid, giving up only 14 goals in
eight games.
The Panthers also boast three
shutouts.
It is a team effort in more ways
than one.
Although sophomore Jenny
Vargas has been outstanding and
has started every game in the net,
coach Ballard has rested her from
time to time in favor of Kate
Binder and freshman Angel
Giangiorgi.  
The three together have been
key to the success of the team by
giving up less than two goals per
game.
Huskie head coach Frank
Horvet is looking to come into
Eastern and steal a game, even
though he’s had to deal with some
injuries this season.
“Eastern’s on a roll, and we’re
going to try and come in and play
our game,” he said.
STEAMROLLING from page 8A
MONEY’S LOW
AND YOU WANT TO
GO OUT?
Y O U R
LANDLORD’S
BEGINNING TO
SCREAM &
SHOUT?
NOW YOU KNOW WHAT
YOU NEED TO DO,
ONE AD IN THE
DAILY EASTERN NEWS
CLASSIFIEDS
WILL MAKE MONEY
FOR YOU!
CALL 581-2812
Happy 21st Bikels!
Love, Nipples
Mother’s...
This weekend at
“There’s no place like Mother’s!”
Friday:
Saturday:
$1 Longnecks
Jack Daniel’s Nite - $2 Mixers & Shooters
(win a J.D. T-Shirt!)
plus 22 oz Lite & Bud Light Btls.$1.25 Cocktails
$2 Pitchers (Lite & Icehouse)
OWEN HONDA-POLARIS 348-5500
422 Madison Avenue (Madison & 130 North) Charleston
345-4743   •   3 W. Lincoln
NOW DELIVERING SAT & SUN
NOON - CLOSE
1 LARGE 1 TOPPING
& AN ORDER OF CRAZY BREAD
$699
Carry out or Delivery
Limited time offer
By ANDREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern Illinois men's soccer team will try to bounce
back from a disappointing loss in a game against Bowling
Green State University this Saturday, as the booters will
put their No. 10 regional ranking on the line.
Bowling Green is coming off an extended road trip. The
Falcons will be playing at home for only the second time. 
Their last home game was way back on Aug. 31. They
have played in three separate tournaments in Durham,
N.H.; Fresno, Calf.; and in Oxford, Ohio.
The Falcons have also hit the skids as of late. Going
into this weekend's game, they have dropped their last
three games, including a 3-1 overtime loss to the
University of Detroit. Bowling Green lost a one-goal lead
in the last 24 seconds of that game.
But the Panthers are not taking this team lightly.
"They're big size wise; big, strong, and fast," head Tim
McClements said. This "triple threat" is keeping the team
on its collective toes.
"Bowling Green is a really tough team," junior forward/
mid fielder Eric Wilson said. "I've seen them play before; I
know they're a good team."
Still McClements said the confidence is high after a
week of practices, and the team has been working on
improving its communication.
"I think we're excited about this weekend," McClements
said. "The guys have really been doing well in practice."
"I think after these last two practices our confidence is
up," Wilson said.
To keep this confidence up, the Wilson said the team
has been motivated by the task of trying to hold on to its
regional ranking. 
"Now that were 10th in the region we've got to go hard-
er," Wilson said.
Panther praise is even coming from the opposition.
"Tim (McClements), in his first year there, has done a
wonderful job," Falcon head coach Mel Mahler said. 
Mahler stressed, however, that the Falcons will go out
and stick to their game plan, in an attempt to get things
back together.
The Panthers, for their part, will deviate only slightly
from the usual tactic of playing their way and letting the
other team change to meet them. McClements admitted
that because of the Falcons team size a few adjustments
will be made defensively.
The injury report once again favors the Panther's oppo-
nent. Though the Falcons are suffering from the nicks and
bumps one would expect at this point in the season, the
have no major injuries. 
The Panthers on the other hand have added another
name to the injured reserve. Joey Gasparra, junior mid
fielder, will not play do to tendinitis in one of his knee. 
It is currently not known how long he will be unable to
play. Gasparra joins Dan MacKinnon and Dave La France
on the sidelines.
Men’s soccer team aims to ground Falcons 
over."
The Panthers have the best turnover margin in
the OVC at +8, and Tennessee-Martin is at the
bottom of the league at -6.
While the Skyhawks can not seem to get the
offense going, their opponents can.
Tennessee-Martin gives up the most yards
(408.5 per game) and the most points (33 points
per game) in the conference.
And McLeary said his defense is a concern this
week.
"It'll be a physical game because we don't
match up very well against them," he said. "It will
be hard to get a game plan to stop them."
McLeary also said the Panther offensive line
adds to the problem.
"Eastern has a big offensive line; I don't think
I've seen an offensive line that big at the 1-AA
level. It's going to be tough going up against
them," he said. 
That offensive line has been a major factor in
the Panther offense – an offense that leads the
league in rushing and passing and is second in
scoring.
One of Spoo's main concerns for the game is
the gap Eastern has had between games. 
With the bye week, the Panthers have had two
weeks since their last game.
"I didn't think we practiced
well (Monday and Tuesday)," he
said. "It takes a while to get
back into the routine. The com-
petitive edge and intensity is lost
when you have that much time
off."
Spoo did say the extra time
off has been used to plan the
attack on Tennessee-Martin's
offense – and pressure on the
quarterback is the key.
"That's what Southwest Missouri did," Spoo
said. "They brought a lot of people to the line. But
if you're going to play pressure ball and you don't
get to (the quarterback), look out because your
DBs are in trouble."
A usual plus with a bye week is the extra time
to heal. But that theory backfired on the Panthers,
as a couple of players were hurt in practice.
Sophomore Bob Koziel is troubled with a
bruised shoulder, and junior Pete Wilkes is ham-
pered with an achillies tendon problem.
Spoo said both will travel with the team
though.
After this game, the Panthers will have another
bye week before host ing former Gateway
Conference rival Western Illinois on Oct. 12
FOOTBALL from page 8A
than anyone else; everyone
helps each other out ,"
McGavock said. 
"We just all work together out
there."
Without question, teamwork
will play a role in this week-
end's game, and the defensive
line being able to keep the
OVC's top passing game in
check will take complete defen-
sive effort. 
"For the last two weeks we
have been working on the pass
rush in practice," McGavock
said.
"We plan on shutting down
the run because we do that year
in and year out. 
"We plan on getting to their
quarterback and getting a few
sacks this weekend," he said.
"Tennessee-Martin said that
Southwest Missouri  was the
best team that they had faced all
year, but we are going to show
them that we are the best team
they will face all season."
Gaining a little more respect
is  also on the mind of
McGavock and his teammates
this weekend. 
"We go into every week see-
ing the game as a chance to gain
respect since we weren't ranked
at the beginning of the year,"
McGavock said. 
"I think people respect us
now because we have shown
them that we are a good team."
But as the season continues to
move along into the second
month, McGavock realizes that
since this is his senior season.
It is also the last time he will
take the field against some of
these teams.
"I know that this time has to
come and that this will be the
last  t ime I  will  play against
some of these teams,"
McGavock said. 
"James Dorsey told me last
year to wait  unti l  you are a
senior and now I see what he
meant.  I  just  want to go out
there and practice hard and win
every week."
Bob Spoo
McGAVOCK from page 8A
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Panther volleyball team returns home this
weekend after a road trip and will put its two-game
winning streak on the line against Tennessee State
University at 7 p.m. tonight in Lantz.
Eastern currently stands at 2-1 in the Ohio Valley
Conference (5-8 overall), and head coach Betty
Ralston is looking for a good performance to try to
up that record.
“To win this match we are going to have to play
our brand of volleyball and have people put the ball
away early in the match,” she said. “We also can’t
make any errors, and we have to keep our crowd in
the match.”
Tennessee State (0-2, 1-9) is coming off a loss to
intrastate rival Tennessee Tech 15-11, 15-11 and 15-
11. Tennessee State still has not had a home match
and does not have one scheduled until Oct. 11
against Morehead State.
Tennessee State head coach David Schwepker
said his team is improving from a couple of years
ago.
“We’ve had a really, really bad program in the
past so when I came here last year I did some
recruiting and now I have five recruits starting,”
Schwepker said. “We’re having another tough year
but I hope we can keep going and keep on getting
better.”
Schwepker said he expects to see a solid game
from Eastern.
“I saw Wells play in high school and she’s a very
Optimistic spikers return home
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Photo editor
Senior defensive tackle Brian McGavock nails a tackle dummy during practice Wednesday afternoon.
McGavock and the rest of Eastern’s defense aim to keep Tennessee-Martin off the scoreboard Saturday. 
By BRIAN LESTER
Sports editor
When Brian McGavock
limped off the field in the second
half of the Indiana State game
two weeks ago because of a
sprained ankle, there was con-
cern that the injury to the senior
defensive tackle was serious. 
But fresh off a bye week,
McGavock said the injury is not
a problem, and he is ready to get
back on the field and help the
Panthers keep their nine-game
regular season winning streak
alive.
“It (the injury) is 100 percent
and I’m ready to play,”
McGavock said. “It is hard to
stay focused when you have a
bye week but we have turned it
up a notch in practice this week
and we are ready to play.”
Head coach Bob Spoo agrees
that McGavock is ready to play.
“He has been practicing all
week, and since this is his last
year, he is going to make sure
that he is out there,” Spoo said.
McGavock, one of the three
co-captains on this year’s ninth
ranked Panther football team, has
been a factor throughout the
Eastern’s 3-0 start this year.
Going into this week’s 2 p.m.
Ohio Valley Conference contest
against winless Tennessee-Martin
(0-2), McGavock is currently the
fourth leading tackler on the
team with 16 tackles. 
In Eastern’s game against
Indiana State, McGavock fin-
ished with five tackles, and
against Division II Pittsburg
State, he managed to cause one
fumble while finishing the game
with five tackles.
Against Western Michigan,
McGavock finished the game
with four tackles. 
As a whole, the defense is only
allowing 276 yards per outing. 
Although McGavock is
pleased with the way his season
has been going so far, he knows
that the team concept has been a
key to Eastern’s success this
year.
Nobody is trying to single
themselves out as being better
McGavock aims to wreak havoc
Coming off an injury,
McGavok along with
the rest of Eastern’s
defensive line will play
a key role in stopping
UTM’s passing attack.
“We plan on getting to
their quarterback and
getting a few sacks this
weekend.”
– McGavock
PANTHER
WATCH
#45 Brian McGavock
Senior
Defensive tackle
By JOSH HARBECK
Associate sports editor
The Panthers get a bye from
their bye weeks.
After having last week off,
Eastern (3-0) invades
Tennessee-Martin (0-2) at 2 p.m.
Saturday before having another
bye next week.
“I’m just anxious to get back
into the game routine,” Eastern
head coach Bob Spoo said.
“We’ve been working on their
stuff  for  two weeks now.
Practices can get kind of mun-
dane.”
The Skyhawks have not had
an easy ride this season.
After a 27-14 opening-day
loss to Southern I l l inois ,
Tennessee-Martin had an extra
week to prepare for  No.  8
Southwest  Missouri ,  but
dropped their second game 39-7.
Last season, the Skyhawks
were 5-6 including a 30-22 loss
at O’Brien Stadium.
A theme for Martin this year
has been their trouble with the
ground game.
“They were not able to run
the ball effectively,” Spoo said
of the Skyhawks game against
Southwest.
“They wanted to establish it,
but they have not shown the
ability to do that.”
Not only was Tennessee-
Martin ineffective, they also
failed to finish with positive
yardage.
For the game, the Skyhawks
rushed the ball 22 times and
gained 38 yards – but they lost
52 yards for a net game total of -
14 yards.
Martin does better through the
air, gaining 233.3 yards a game
(tops in the Ohio Valley
Conference), but Skyhawk head
coach Don McLeary does not
think the passing game alone
can help the team.
“We want to establish some
semblance of the run and have a
balanced offense,” he said. “We
don’t want the other teams forc-
ing us to pass because we can’t
run the ball.”
Unfortunately, both teams the
Skyhawks have played have
forced them to throw the ball.
Tennessee-Martin has run 110
offensive plays this season, and
44 of them have been rushing
attempts.
Another problem on offense
McLeary pointed to was
turnovers.
“That has killed us,” he said.
“Those have just  hurt  us.
Eastern is leading the league
Skyhawks next
test for Panthers
TC
Eastern   vs.
Illinois
Site: Skyhawk Stadium, 
Martin, Tenn.
Time: 2:00 p.m. CST
Radio: WACF-FM 98.5 
Records: EIU 3-0
UTM 0-2
EIU Shorts:  
■The Panthers boast the top
offense and the top defense in
the OVC.
■Eastern is looking for its ninth
straight regular season win.
UTM Shorts:  
■ Against Southwest Missouri
State, the Skyhawks were limited
to -14 yards rushing.
■ Tennessee-Martin’s QB leads
the OVC in passing yards per
game.
Tennessee
Martin
By VAN MARTZ
Staff Writer
Eastern’s women’s soccer team
has passed eight tests thus far this
year. Today, the Panthers must
face another tough opponent as
the Northern Illinois Huskies
come to Charleston for a 4 p.m.
match at Lakeside Field.
The Panthers head into today’s
match on a roll after winning
twice last weekend. Eastern took
down a tough Eastern Michigan
team in overtime on Friday by a
4-3 count, and then came back on
Sunday to beat Arkansas-Little
Rock 5-3.
The Huskies come into town
with a record of 2-4, but don’t let
that fool you, Northern Illinois
has lost some close games.
Eastern head coach Steve Ballard
sympathizes with the Huskies. 
“They’ve lost a couple tough,
tough games,” he said. “They’ve
become a really big game on our
schedule.”
The strongpoint of the Huskies
game is their defense. Through
six games, goaltender Stephanie
Maurer has let only 12 shots slip
by her.  
The Huskies are led on offense
by Allison Wade with six goals.
She is also second on the team
with 3 assists.
On the flip side, the Panthers
come into today’s game by the
lake with an unblemished 8-0
record, but Ballard said his team
is not overconfident.
“We feel confident but not
cocky; our goal is to play well,”
he said.
The Panthers are becoming
well known for their high scoring
tag team of sophomores Tracie
Strother and Beth Aussin. One of
the two has been named the
Missouri Valley Conference
Offensive player of the week for
three consecutive weeks.
Steamrolling women
booters to face NIU
See FOOTBALL page 7A
See STEAMROLLING page 6ASee SPIKERS page 6A
See McGAVOCK page 7A
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Walking around campus frus-
trates me at  t imes. So many
people ... so little taste in fash-
ion.  That ’s  when I  f lash the
badge . . .  the fashion pol ice
badge.
The male students at Eastern are probably the least
fashionable creatures on campus. What are they
thinking? Where did they find these clothes? Haven’t
they ever  seen GQ Magazine? Or even Sports
Illustrated? (They dress pretty normal.)
And I won’t accept the Mom-isn’t-here-to-dress-
me excuse either.
First of all, Nike gym shoes are definitely in. But
wearing Nike gym shoes, whether black or white,
with any type of colored socks is like wearing flip-
flops with wool socks. Major fashion faux-pas.
And what about those guys caught in the ‘70s,
boasting their capabilities of growing chest hair while
sporting a butterfly collared shirt? The butterfly col-
lared shirt could be the coolest piece of clothing ever,
but there are buttons on those things. We don’t need
to see chest hair.
And to go along with the sleazy, sex-fiend look,
what’s up with greased, slicked-back hairdos in the
daytime? Sure, it’s okay to want to look smooth and
slick when hitting Ted’s or Stu’s, but it looks kind of
funny when guys heading to Coleman Hall look like
they’ve just come from the beauty salon.
Mom would definitely not approve of such an
ensemble.
She also wouldn’t approve of her son leaving his
dorm room dressed in sweat pants from eighth grade
and a T-shirt, ratted and torn, that has sleeves barely
covering his biceps. Hey, it’s cool if a guy works out
and wants to show off his bulging muscles, but it’s a
definite no-no if the shirt he’s wearing has Poison on
the front and dates back to his junior high school
years.
And, I’m sorry to say, but not all men can wear
Birkenstocks. I know, I know ... these Germany-based
sandals are the hottest in footwear. But if a man has a
bad case of athlete’s foot or bunions, we’d prefer that
he wore enclosed footwear from now on. 
And going along with that, I know that everyone
wears denim jeans on a daily basis. But if men could
please refrain from wearing them if they are going to
tight roll (or French roll, or the ‘80s trend, whatever)
the cuffs, we’d be very appreciative. Either buy some
tapered jeans that are the correct length, throw on
some sweat pants (that fit), or don’t wear jeans at all.
Try some shorts or something.
And if the jeans are too long, please don’t pull
them all the way up to nipple level. That’s not cute.
Jeans should be worn around the hips and with a belt
if they’re too big.
Speaking of denim, I must comment on guys that
wear overalls ... don’t. Guys wearing overalls should
be driving tractors not walking to class. 
Other major fashion no-nos:
n Boxers sticking out of the bottom of shorts.
Underwear is meant to be worn, not seen.
n Guys wearing more jewelry than girls. Leave the
gold chains and bracelets at home. They might get
stolen anyway.
n Mixing and matching patterns. Uh ... no!
Hopefully after reading this column, the men of
Eastern will take another look at themselves in the
mirror before they leave for class. A full-length mir-
ror, at that.
In this world we live in, there are
a lot of things that you just don’t
do. The crazy thing is a lot of soci-
ety’s rules are just built-in, and you
never know where they came from.
For instance, little kids just know
that they aren’t allowed to put the cat in the toilet. Old
men just know that in today’s lawsuit happy world, they
can’t ask young ladies to “hold their cane.” And mature
adults just know that casual sex is sort of like walking
into a crack house and screaming “give me a needle!”
Yessiree, there are a lot of things that we just know
that we shouldn’t do. It’s sort of like an inner voice telling
you what is right and what is wrong ... kind of what like
mom used to do.
And that’s what I can’t understand. I’m sure almost
everyone’s got an “inner voice” telling them what to do.
So why is it that so many college females wear clothes
that seem to virtually defy the advice of their built-in
mother?
I mean, take one good look around the quad someday
on your way to class. You’ll notice things that you proba-
bly never noticed before. Recently I spent a little too
much time out in the sun “observing” various women
and their dress habits.
It is with that in mind that I present you with: The
Andrew Dress Code Guide:
1) There are women out there who, for some reason,
still insist on wearing spandex on an everyday basis.
Here’s a hint ... it was just a fad ... live in the now.
2) Jeans are the universal symbol of the college stu-
dent. They can be worn everywhere ... but they need to
be washed at least once a month. If you don’t know how
to use a washing machine, call mom. If she doesn’t
know ... go directly to the department of health.
3) Funky colored socks are cute ... if you’re an eight-
year-old girl with pigtails, not a twenty-something college
gal.
4) Facial piercings are OK ... don’t listen to grandma,
there’s nothing really wrong with them – go nuts. Just
don’t start hanging chains between your various pierc-
ings.
5) Here’s something ... tall women who always wear
platform shoes need to get a clue.
6) Women who wear their bar-wear (ie. butt-floss and
chest highlighters) to classes really need to cut it out. I
mean, classes are supposed to be safe from distractions.
It’s just not fair to us when you wear slinky stuff. We’re
not ready for it. It’s like an ambush.
7) The color pink is almost always associated with
girls and all things female. But when a woman wears an
all-pink outfit, she usually ends up looking like a crazy
looking rabbit rather than a seductive temptress.
8) Lingerie ... it’s good when you’re alone with
someONE. Not good when you’re at a sold-out sporting
event.
And lastly, 9) Ok, here’s the deal. Every woman has at
least one beautiful feature. It’s just that some have more
obvious features than others. When a gal decides to
flaunt one of her features, though, it sometimes has the
wrong effect. Let me explain: when a woman has very
attractive ... oh, let’s say eyes ... and she always wears
really big glasses to show them off, at first it’s a good
thing. Guys like that. It makes them smile. But after a
while, after everyone has seen her eyes, that’s all that
people start to notice ... her eyes that is. Soon, people
start thinking that the only thing this person has going
for them is this one particular feature (in our case –
eyes). This is not good.
Men just know that women can do better.
On the other hand...A weekly column by two people who prove that there are two ways to look at everything.The fashion police strike again
by donna cuisia by andrew rodgers
To contact donna e-mail her at cudac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu To contact andrew e-mail him at cuawr@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu
GOTTA FRIEND WITH A PROBLEM?
Know someone who drinks too much?
How much is too much?  What to do and 
what not to do with your friends when 
the topic is drinking.
Todd Heinen, Counseling Center
Monday, September 30, 1996  7:00 p.m.
Kansas Room MLK Union
sponsored by Counseling Center
“A Unique Way To Brighten Someones Day”
QUALITY RESALE STORE
FORMERLY KIDS AND HERS TOO
•Woman & Childrens clothing
•Now accepting fall & winter clothes by appointment
*Levi, Gap, Esprit, Paris Sport club ,B.U.M & more
*Formals
Phone 348-0220
West Side of Charleston Square
Hours: Mon-Sat 9-6
Come See Us! We Want Your Business!
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THINK YOU MIGHT BE 
PREGNANT?
DO YOU NEED HELP?
*FREE Pregnancy Tests
*Accurate Information
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER 
CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!
ΦΣΠ
CoEd National Honors Fraternity
Phi Sigma Pi
Congg rr atuu latii ons on asuccessful
1st RUSH
Keep up the GOOD WORK
meetings- Tuesday 7pm Effingham Room
NETWORK JEWELRY
We do custom design repairs
on antique jewelry & gold.
located inside
706
Jackson,
Charleston 348-1905
Yogurt • Ice Cream • Shaved Ice
424 W. Lincoln 348-5556&BUY ONEdouble scoop of ice cream or yogurt GET ONEsingle scoop in a cup or coneFREE
“On the Other Hand” is a weekly column that illuminates the ugly, exposes the underbelly
of whatever and generally tries to make a mess of things. Donna and Andrew are “just
friends.” Questions, letters of admiration or general threats should be e-mailed to them direct-
ly. Letters may be used as the basis for future columns. Any current or ex-boyfriends/girl-
friends of the above-mentioned columnists should get used to being made fun of.
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Mang 9:30 p.m. Fri sept. 27 City of New Orleans $2 359-2489
Backbone 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept.27 The Uptowner & Cellar $2 345-4622
Goatboy w/ Leeches 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept. 28 Uptowner & cellar $3 345-4622
Sleepy Beef 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 28 The Blind Pig in Champaign $8 351-7476
Catherines  Horse w/ Third Stone 9:30 Sat. Sept. 28 Uptowner & Celler $3 345-4622
Solstice w/ Brainforest 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 28 Mables in Champaign Free 328-5701
Smart  Alice 9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct., 4 Friends & Co. Free 345-2380
The Reverened Robert Blues Band 9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct  25 Friends & Co. Free 345-2380
Post  War Fords 9:30 p.m. Sat. Sept., 28 Ted’s $3 345-973
My Brother’s Keeper 10 p.m. Fri. Sept. 27 Blind Pig in Champaign $5 351-7476
All About  It 9:30 p.m. Fri. Sept. 27 Ted’s $3 345-9732
The Drovers w/ Swails 10 p.m. Sat. Sept. 28 Mables in Champaign Free 328-5701
Post War Fords 8 p.m. Sat. Sept. 28 Ted’s $3 345-9732
Impalas 9:30 Sat.. Sept., 28 City of New Orleans in Champaign $3 359-2489
Two Rivers 8:30 p.m. Thur.  Oct., 3 City of New Orleans in Champaign $2 359-2489
Menthol 9:30 p.m. Fri. Oct. 11 Friends & Co. $5 345-2380C
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“Uglyfest ‘96” infiltrates thecampus this weekend withfree live music, cheap pizzaand good exposure for seven promising
bands.
The all-day band jam kicks off at noon
on Sunday in the Booth Library Quad.
Eastern student Tony Wiltgen spear-
headed the first annual Uglyfest, tracking
down all the local bands he could find to
showcase in the event.
“Since I first started in a band it’s been
a struggle, and I thought we needed some
exposure,” said Wiltgen, a guitarist for the
band William Tell. “This should be a great
chance to get exposure and for the bands
to meet each other. In addition, there’s
not a lot to do in Charleston and this will
provide some entertainment for the stu-
dents.”
Topper’s Pizza will be on hand selling $1
slices to help with the show’s expenses.
“Students should come out and eat din-
ner,” Wiltgen said. 
The show may turn out to be a learning
experience for Uglyfests to come.
“The biggest problem is that there are
too many bands and not enough time,”
Wiltgen said. “I would have liked to make
it two days.”
Uglyfest started out as a nine-act show,
but two bands, Swell and 23, ducked out
this week.
The show may lead to even bigger band
jams as soon as next semester.
“We are already planning something for
next April 26, 27 and 28 when we’ll hope-
fully bring down some larger bands,”
Wiltgen said. “We would make it a big fes-
tival for the whole weekend – like a
Chuckstock.”
Slated for seven one-hour sets,
Uglyfest’s lineup consists mostly of guitar-
heavy bar bands, but noise afficionados of
all tastes should appreciate the show.
■ Two Inch Erect opens the show at
noon.
“It’s a band composed of ex-members
of Lincoln and we have a Mud Records
Champaign type of a sound,” said Phil
Haley, guitarist. “We like to plug in our big
muffs and blast away” (referring to the
bands pedals).
■ Cherry Vallance, who has a self-pro-
duced CD available, is playing second.
“We’re very excited because this is a
chance to play with the other area bands
in town who we know and are friends
with,” bassist Brad Decker said. “We’re
writing new stuff and trying to get new
sounds. We would like to get out of town
shows and eventually record a demo tape,
or a 7 inch (record).” 
■ Leeches, formerly called Lockjaw, will
be playing third. Leeches will also appear
at The Uptowner Saturday night.
“When I go to their shows I drink a lot
of beer and heckle the band,” said Sleezy
P. Martini, who is the band manager. “They
get me free beer.”
“We play heavy music with a touch of
punk,” bassist Mark Voightmann said.
“We sound like the Incredible Hulk on
crack,” drummer Brian “Beezo” Shippert
said.
“Basically most of the songs are about
life,” vocalist Dave Hawk said. “Our previ-
ous band, 420, was also the first band to
play Panther’s Lounge and as it turns out,
the second to last band to play the bar- it
was the same show.” 
■ Dark Eden, who’s self described 60’s
classic rock, psychedelic everything in the
free world punk sound, will play fourth.
“We like our music to have a distant
quality to it ,” said vocalist-bassist,
Benjamin Phillips. “We don’t want people
to know what to expect.”
■ Clem’s Meatwagon Calliope, who has
members coming from Chicago, is the fifth
band performing. The Verge knows noth-
ing about Clem’s Meat Wagon Calliope,
and the band was unavailable for com-
ment. We hear that they’re pretty frickin’
wacky though.
■ William Tell, a moody Smashing
Pumpkins-Pink Floyd hybrid, is up sixth.
“We have combinations of hard and
soft, of quiet and loud, of smooth and
rough,” said guitarist/vocalist Will
Moomaw. “It’s very fluid.”
■ Backbone, a blues, jazz, funk band will
play last with a new drummer. Backbone
will also appear at The Cellar Friday night.
“We are trying to write new songs, and
we added a second drummer,” said
Decker, who plays bass for Backbone
along with Cherry Vallance. “We’re mixing
him into the songs and we’re also playing
around with our sound.” 
■ Uglyfest almost got uglier Thursday
when a tree smashed the pavilion near
O’Brien field, the original location for the
band jam. But in a fury of paperwork, ugli-
ness prevailed and the festival was relocat-
ed to the library quad.
‘Uglyfest ‘96’  will  showcase local bands
Fusing different songwriting styles into a cohesive unit,
local band William Tell meshes ethereal guitar work with
an emotion-driven rhythm.
Based at Eastern, William Tell is quickly stockpiling a
local fan base with the band’s intense live shows. The band
is scheduled to participate in “Uglyfest ‘96” on Sunday at
the pavilion west of O’Brien Stadium.
“I like a lot of tension in my music,” says guitarist Will
Moomaw, the band’s introspective vocalist and primary
songwriter.
William Tell emits a sound that transfuses the Drovers,
the Smashing Pumpkins and Pink Floyd, permeating the
result through a post-adolescent identity crisis. It’s evident
that Moomaw’s songwriting serves as his lone creative and
therapeutic outlet.
“A lot of our songs are very much stories of my life,”
remarks Moomaw, 21, a chemistry major from Arcola. “I
take a moment in time and create an image of my life.”
He acknowledges that William Tell’s name borders on
musical self-indulgence.
“For the most part, I was the main creative force,”
Moomaw admits. “My name’s William. I’m telling a story.”
Bassist Darryll Moore, however, is responsible for the
band’s moniker. He remembers hearing it in the lyrics of a
radio song when William Tell was fishing for a name.
“You go into this mode where every word or phrase
you hear could become a band name,” says the laid-back
Moore, 20, a University of Illinois philosophy major from
Arcola. “It does have that familiar tone.”
“It was easy to remember – it was catchy,” Moomaw
adds.
And it’s made the name William Tell moderately popu-
lar among complete strangers.
“People seemed to remember us playing Chicago and
St. Louis before we’d ever even played there,” Moomaw
says wryly.
But name recognition will only take a band so far. Stuck
somewhere between garage-band status and cutting an
album on an indy label, William Tell strives to prove itself
on stage with its repertoire of about 15 original songs.
“We try to create a floating, fluid mellowness dripping
into a nice distortion,” Moomaw says.
While Moomaw has written most of the songs through-
out William Tell’s evolvement from its primitive stages, the
band has seen multi-faceted contributions from guitarist
Tony Wiltgen, Moomaw’s hyperactive counterpart.
“It’s really hard to communicate an idea for a song to
the whole band,” explains Wiltgen, 23, a physics education
major from Chicago. “The filtered version is never quite
the same as the imagined version.”
Feeding on emotion, William Tell creates songs that
complement its ever-changing aura.
“I get a mood,” says Moomaw. “Then I go to write the
chords and more of the form – and I get the lyrics from
that.”
Implementing an added diversity to the band is its fiery
drummer Craig Yarger, a marimba player in Eastern’s
marching band.
“Instantly there was this surge of energy that we didn’t
have before coming from percussion,” Moore says. The
rest of the band calls Yarger the “Marimba King.”
“I try to play stuff that’s kind of funky but fits into the
style,” notes Yarger, 20, a music education major from
Bloomington.
William Tell started out trying to create its own oppor-
tunities – throwing their own parties, setting up their gear
in parks – just to be heard. They landed their first paid gig
at a nine-kegger party last spring, coming home with $40.
Their biggest show happened over the summer in
Eastern’s Booth Library Quad.
“We got paid $200 and a watermelon,” Moomaw
recalls.
Though not proud of it, the band cut a raw-sounding,
stripped down demo tape at Eastern’s music building last
year, setting up its own gear and using sub-par recording
equipment.
“It was hell,” Moomaw bemoans. “All we could afford
was one 30-minute tape. It cost 60 bucks.”
Struggling to create a powerful stage presence to com-
plement its live show, William Tell strives to unify its
image.
“We’re working on our image,” Moomaw says.
“I agree that we need one,” Wiltgen concedes. “I would
like us to look like a band and sound like a band – not just
four people on stage.”
William Tell is an odd band to look at. The band’s stage
presence is like a four-flavored Slurpee – it consists of
assorted tastes that were never intended to mix, but it
ends up a consistent brackish color and seems to belong
that way for reasons unknown to humankind.
Their image is equal parts Mudhoney, Starflyer 59,
Harry Connick Jr. and David Lee Roth. While the result is
visually puzzling, the music comes together in a sinuous
flow of tension and mellowness.
William Tell’s sound is promising. And if the players’
four different worlds can coexist, they may make a name
for themselves that doesn’t involve an arrow piercing an
apple atop someone’s head.
“It all just cycles,” Moore says. “It snowballs if you can
get the momentum.”
William Tell and its ever-changing aura
by paul budzynski
Associate Verge editor
chuck burke
staff writer&
by chuck burke
staff writer
Once upon a time, I did not want tobe a journal ist .  When I was injunior high, I had my heart set on acareer in veterinary science. 
Then, in my freshman year in high school,
I found out about the seven to eight years of
col lege needed for this profession – I
dropped it like hot horse ... well, you get the
point.
I have always been fascinated by science
and the scientific process. It’s one of the
things that separates us from the rest of the
animals.
It was with this attitude that I picked up
the Demon-Haunted World by celebrated
astronomer Carl Sagan.
In this book, Sagan sets out to explain and
debunk theories about aliens and the super-
natural.
He also discusses what he perceives to be
the scientific illiteracy of the American pub-
lic.
Although I found this text to be filled with
good scholarship, I was disappointed by the
snobby tone that ran throughout most of it. 
For instance, Sagan says that pure physics
is better than metaphysics (the study of the
paranormal) because “metaphysists have no
laboratories” and thus cannot do accurate
experiments of their theories. 
He has apparently forgotten that early
physicists, including some he applauds in the
text, had to make it up as they went along
and did great work without – what we now
consider – laboratory conditions. He looks
down his nose at everyone that isn’t out
studying quasars.
The author also seems to have a low
opinion of the intelligence of Americans as a
whole. 
In one section of the book, Sagan discuss-
es what he feels is a epidemic of bad televi-
sion programming. 
He says it only gives “lip service to skepti-
cal examination of the paranormal” and a
skewed picture of science and scientists.
He goes on to say that these shows are
taken as fact by people and warp them
against science. Apparently, Sagan feels that
all people in this country believe everything
they see on TV.
I was a bit miffed at the almost hypocriti-
cal attitude that he had on a few points. 
For instance, he thinks that people who
follow mediums and spiritual guides are
“gullible,” but when a “first-rate physicist”
claims to have channeled applications of uni-
fied field theory and stardrive from an alien
– he would love to get his hands on it.
So, if you’re a Ph.D an interest in this
weird stuff is O.K., but regular Joes into it
are idiots?
In addition, the book is disjointed with the
public image of scientists as nerds, lumped
with psychological explanations of alien
abduction.
Half of the topics discussed in this book
don’t really seem to fit with the other half.
In the end, Demon-Haunted World
doesn’t have much appeal. 
Although well researched, Sagan’s atti-
tudes and lack of organization bog down this
book and take away any “sense of wonder”
the reader might have. In fact, instead of cre-
ating more, he took it right out of me.
Snobby Sagan:
Explaining his theories through Physics
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FRIDAY
Lunch Special
FISH SANDWICH
BASKET
(Icelandic Cod)
w/fries
SATURDAY
BUY 1 PIZZA
GET 2nd FREE!
in house only
- $1.oo extra to go
Dinner Special
WALLEYE 
DINNER
w/fries & coleslaw
8oz BUTTERFLY
PORKCHOP
w/veggies & choice
of potato
$395
$795
$595
$100 CANS
FALSTAFF &
STAGS
SUBS
SO
FAST
YOU’LL
FREAK®
JIMMY
JOHN’S®
CHARLESTON
345-1075
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA.”
©COPYRIGHT 1993 JIMMY JOHN’S INC.
Brian’s  Place
Night  Club  &  Sports  Bar
Enjoy high energy dance music in the night club... or a
friendly game of billiards or darts in the sports bar.
Don’t drive an hour away to champaign when the
coolest night club is right here at Brian’s Place.
OPEN  SUNDAYS   •    BEST  PRICES AROUND
2100  Broadway  --  Mattoon  --  234-- 4151
AT THE OTHER HONDA REPAIR SHOP
Specializing in Gold Wing’s & 3 wheelers / 4 wheelers 
GENUINE HONDA PARTS & USED PARTS
19 yrs experience
JIMMY WALKER’S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA
345-3758 CALL US & SAVE
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Free food, prizes, music and dancelessons are just a few things studentscan receive by attending the LatinAmerica Student Organization’s Fiesta in the
Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The fiesta will be from 8 p.m. to midnight
and admission is free.
“It’s a very good activity because it is for all
ages,” said Latino heritage celebration coordina-
tor Lucy Gomes. “Last year we had little chil-
dren, older couples and college students. It is
open to the entire community.”
The EIU Latin Ensemble is starting the festivi-
ties. The ensemble will perform several Latin
American pieces.
“It is very informal. They (the ensemble) said
`We encourage people to dance,’” said Lucy
Gomes.
At 9 p.m. a Latino DJ from Chicago will be
playing music and the Latino dancer will give a
presentation. Afterwards the dancer will teach
some steps to the audience. The dancer will
show the audience how to do the Meringa,
Salsa, Tango and the Cha-Cha, said Gomes.
The fiesta will also have food and prizes.
Gomes said that guacamole, nachos, enchiladas
and watermelon punch will be some of the
food served at the event. Pinatas, Sombreros
and gift certificates for food will be offered as
prizes at the fiesta, Gomes said.
“I want them to have  a wonderful time. I
want them to learn a little bit from Latin
America,” said Gomes.
Gomes said she wants the audience to learn
something about Latin American food, music
and the Latin American students at the event.
The event is being sponsored by the Vice-
Presidents office of academic affairs and
Minority affairs which is part of the Latino
Heritage Celebration.
The Latino Heritage Celebration will include
other activities throughout the next few
months. Some of these events include a show-
ing of “El Mariachi,” at 7:00 p.m. in Room 122 of
Lumpkin Hall. Admission is $1 for students and
$3 for the general public. Oct. 4, at 9 p.m. in
the Rathskellar, comedian Andres Fernandes
will be performing. Admission will be $1 for
students and $3 for the general public.
The Tarble Art Center will be presenting the
exhibit “Pre-Colombian ceramics and Kuna
Molas from Panama.” The exhibit will run from
Oct. 4 to Dec. 1 and admission is free. 
Latin Ensemble to play fiesta
Arthur Ryan Walker’s art is
actually the craftsmanship and
personal i ty which he
endowed upon each work. It
is that attention to his work
that made him stand out from
many of his contemporaries.
Currently Walker’s art is
the subject of a memorial
exhibition currently on dis-
play in the Tarble Arts
Center.
“Walker had a unique
sense of vision and a compul-
sion to create that is neces-
sary for anyone who wants to
be an ar t ist ,”  Tarble Arts
Center Director Michael
Watts said. He also said that
this could be partially seen in
Walker’s attention to detail.
When working on an
Amish horse and carriage ,
Walker took exact measure-
ments of an actual carriage to
make the replica as real as
possible. He also used har-
ness leather to create the
harness for the replica, and
used similar techniques to
create the miniature wheels
as used in creating the actual
wheels of the cart.
Walker also built some of
his repl icas with moving
parts.  “Ferris Wheel” and
“Carousel” are both fu l ly
functional with moving parts.
For his replica of a calliope he
set i t  up to play music .
Walker handmade all of the
par ts to the pieces.  This
includes cutting and casting all
of  the gears in the pieces
with moving parts.
Watts said that another
large part of Walker’s art was
his ability to endow the work
with a certain personality.
While many of the objects
Walker created were based
on chi ldhood images of
carousels, circuses, and fish
decoys. He also took images
from other cultures .  The
piece, “Ox Cart” came from
a visit to Mexico.
“If you look at other fish
decoys,” Watts said, “there is
something different about his
decoys. A sense of personali-
ty. There is a certain amount
of Walker’s personality that
comes through.”
Admission to the Arthur
Ryan Walker Memoria l
Exhibition is free.
The exhibit  wi l l  run
through Sept. 29.
Popular artist’s work
will be displayed
Did you ever have the urge to
dive buck-naked into a vat of
chocolate?
Well you won’t be able to do
that at Mattoon’s 8th Annual
Chocolate Harvest and Fall
Festival on Saturday, Oct. 5, but
don’t let that deter you from
partaking in the fun and festivi-
ties.
You see, Mattoon provides
hours of fun for any visitor
(insert sarcastic inflection here).
For instance, there’s the tour
of the Bidwell’s chocolate facto-
ry, located south of Route 45 in
Mattoon.
Even though Bidwell’s is an
excellent establishment, famous
all over the U.S. for its hand-
dipped chocolates, don’t be
expecting lickable wallpaper or
little Oompah-Loompahs on this
tour – you’ll only be setting
yourself up for disappointment.
That Fall feeling will be in the
air with the Boulevard scare-
crow contest, which provides
everyone with a chance to
proudly don his or her favorite
scarecrow in its fanciest duds.
Prizes will be awarded based
on three categories: swim wear,
evening wear, and the talent
competition.
And for those of you who lav-
ishly adorn your rooms with
pictures of nude women or six-
pack labels, you can try your
hand in the outdoor home dec-
orating contests.
When lunch time rolls
around, St. John’s Lutheran
Church, located on Charleston
Avenue, will be hosting a
Chocolate Harvest Luncheon;
tickets are $5. 
And it’s $5 well spent when
you consider that in addition to
the tasty cuisine, it also buys a
$1,000,000 raffle ticket –
chances of winning are one in
five!*
In addition, there will be craft
booths, outdoor exhibitors, and
chocolate samplings at most
Mattoon shops.
Following in the tradition of
the past eight years, this year’s
Chocolate Fest promises to be
diverse and appeal to everyone’s
appetite. 
The Chocolate Harvest and
Fall Festival runs from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. For more information,
call 258-6364.
*OK, I might be lying.
How sweet Mattoon’s
annual chocolate fest is
Happy 21st Bikels!
Love, Nipples
Advertise
with The Daily
EasternNews
H I G H  F I D E L I T Y
STEREO
102 north sixth street.charleston ☎345.9732
doors
open
@ 8pm
FRIDAYALL ABOUT IT
$1.50 Corona btls
$1.50 Becks btls
SATURDAYPOSTWAR FORDS
Playing
Nine Inch Nails
Green Day
Kool and the Gang
Rage Against the Machine
Playing
Stone Temple Pilots
Toadies
Lenny Kravitz
Better Than Ezra
Dave Matthews Band
Panther Athletics
at Home
Volleyball hosts Tennessee State, 7:00, Friday, Lantz Gym
Volleyball hosts Austin Peay, 2:00, Saturday, Lantz Gym
Volleyball hosts Chicago State, 5:00, Saturday, Lantz Gym
Women’s Soccer hosts Northern Illinois, 4:00, Friday
Cross Country hosts Invitational, 5:00, Friday
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Beer Tasting
4-8 Friday
Celius...
Rasberry
White
Grand Crue
SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGEThe Daily Eastern News
by matt adrian
staff writer
by matt adrian
staff writer by jill jedlowski
staff writer
DAIRY QUEEN NOW HIRING for
lunch hours. Apply after 1 p.m.,
20 State Street.
_______________________9/27
NEED CASH? WE BUY cd’s,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668
_______________________12/9
AVAIL/HIRING FT./PT. HAB
AIDES @ $6.80 to $8.61, & 20
cents raise after 90 days. Also
hiring activity aides, program-
mers, cooks, dishwashers, &
laundry aides @ $5.50 to $6.76.
Flexible hrs. Health/Life ins. +
exe. ben. for FT positions. Apply
at 738 18th St. Chas. E.O.E.
_______________________12/6
MAKE UP TO $1,000 IN ONE
WEEK! Motivated Student organi-
zations (Fraternities, Sororities,
ect.) Needed for marketing pro-
ject. Call Larry at 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/2
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-
Positions are now available at
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife
Preserves. Excellent benefits +
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620
ext. N56387.
______________________10/11
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel.
Seasonal & full-time employment
available. No experience neces-
sary. For more information call 1-
206-971-3550 ext. C57387.
______________________10/11
MATTOON YMCA is looking for
two tumbling instructors and one
dance instructor. Apply at YMCA.
234-9494
_______________________9/30
HELP WANTED: PERSONAL
HELP AID FOR 26 YEAR OLD
DISABLED MAN 5 HOURS in
Charleston for weekends.
Bathing, dressing, and toileting
required. $6/hour. Contact Mike
Jones at 345-5822.
_______________________10/1
EAGLE SCOUTS ARE NEEDED
TO VOLUNTEER THEIR TIME.
For more information Call Eric at
348-0030.
_______________________9/27
PIZZA MAKER WANTED PART
TIME, apply in person after 4
p.m., Pagliai ’s Pizza 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
_______________________10/4
CARING, RESPONSIBLE INDI-
VIDUALS NEEDED TO WORK
WITH ADULTS WITH DEVELOP-
MENTAL DISABILITIES IN A
GROUP HOME SETTING.
Qualified applicants would work
3-4 evenings/week from 3-9:30
some weekend work also avail-
able. Those majoring in Special
Ed, Psychology, TR, Education,
or related fields may wish to take
this opportunity to gain experi-
ence along with their degree.
Apply in person at Alpha House
after 3:00. 1701 18th. Charleston.
_______________________10/3
PART-TIME FARM HELP. Must
be experienced. 348-0394
_______________________10/1
SPRING BREAK ‘97 EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMIS-
SIONS. TRAVEL FREE
ON......ONLY 13 SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1-
800-426-7710 WWW.SUN-
SPLASHTOURS.COM
_______________________10/9
SPRING BREAK ‘97. LOWEST
PRICES TO FLORIDA,
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
& CARNIVAL CRUISES. HIRING
CAMPUS REPS. ENDLESS
SUMMER TOURS. 1-800-234-
7007
_______________________12/9
WARM, LOVING COUPLE
WANTS TO ADOPT AN INFANT.
Much love, security, happiness to
give. Married 6 years. Beautiful,
comfortable home and nursery.
Legal and Confidential. Call Joan
and Jeff 800-278-0096, access
96.
______________________10/16
WE ARE A YOUNG, PROFES-
SIONAL couple desperately
seeking the opportunity to love,
adore and nuture your child. We
can offer your child a warm and
loving immediate and extended
family. Please help make our
dreams come true and call
Michael and Julie at 1-800-644-
1701 access #96
______________________10/25
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT IN
UPTOWN LOCATION. Sublessor
needed for spring and summer of
‘97. $275/month includes heat,
trash, and available parking. Call
348-5528.
_______________________10/2
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female non-
smoker to share a 2 bedroom fur-
nished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.
_______________________12/9
QUIET 2 BEDROOM FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
_______________________12/9
ATTN. COLLEGE STUDENTS-3
BDRM APT, fully furnished, pool,
hot tub, laundry facilities. Call
now. 345-5022.
_______________________10/2
1985 MAZDA RX7. One owner.
Runs good, good condition. New
brakes and tires. $2900 OBO
348-1654
_______________________9/27
BROTHER WORD PROCESSOR
AND ACCESSORIES
$275.00/OBO. Call now #348-
1167.
_______________________9/27
1985 COUGAR FOR SALE. Lots
of new parts. $500/0B0. Call 348-
5512. Ask for Kim.
_______________________9/27
1995 GT FULL SUSPENSION
BIKE. Good parts, Rock Shox.
349-8447.
_______________________9/27
FOR SALE Apple Printer-Style
Writer 1200 Call 345-4612
_______________________9/27
NINJA 600R 1985 KAWASAKI
$1800 or best offer. 348-8882.
_______________________10/1
MUST SELL! 1993 HYUNDAI
EXCEL 44,000 miles, maroonish
color, great condition, drives like
new. 345-6698.
_______________________10/4
WHITE; AND BLUE/GREEN EIU
JACKETS $20 each. Tammy 345-
4144.
_______________________10/1
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SERS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!! $$$ CASH FOR COL-
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435
_______________________12/9
DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 1/2 prices til
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-
7746
_______________________12/9
EIU HAS ALWAYS BEEN A
CHAMPION CAMPUS! For the
best selection of CHAMPION
clothing- shop at TOKENS for
sweatshirts, hats, t-shirts, mesh
workout shorts, and EIU athletic
jackets. Wear the look of a
CHAMPION.
______________________10/17
ATTN. HOMECOMING CHAIRS:
PLEASE SUBMIT YOUR POMP
ORDERS TO TOKENS BY MON-
DAY, SEPTEMBER 30-ASK FOR
IRA. WE HAVE COLOR CHARTS
AND THE BEST SERVICE
INCLUDING GROUP DIS-
COUNTS AVAILABLE.
_______________________9/30
DRUMMER NEEDED FOR
ALTERNATIVE BAND. 348-5179.
_______________________9/27
PANTHER’S & CAPONE’S avail-
able for private parties and func-
tions. 10-1,000 people with or
without entertainment. 348-0288.
_______________________10/8
CHRONIC ITCH looking for guitar
player. Must have professional
equipment and be able to sing. If
interested, call Jason 581-6763
or Tim 348-5371.
_______________________9/27
ALPHA SIGMA TAU would like to
wish all the fraternities good luck
in the AST World Series this
weekend!
_______________________9/27
DELTA ZETA’S and DATES: Get
ready for BARNDANCE tonight!
Let’s kick up some hay!
_______________________9/27
SUZY KAMENSKY: Happy 20th
Birthday! I’m so proud to have
you as my big sis! Have a great
weekend! Alpha Love, Amy
_______________________9/27
JENNIFER VEBLER-I hope that
you have a Great Birthday! Get
ready for a great night. I will be
ready to hold your hair back!
Love, Brook
_______________________9/27
FUNDRAISER-Motivated groups
needed to earn $500+ promoting
AT&T, Discover, gas and retail
cards. Since 1969, we’ve helped
thousands of groups raise the
money they need. Call Gina at
(800) 592-2121 ext. 110. Free CD
to qualified callers.
_______________________9/27
THE WOMEN OF SIGMA KAPPA
hope all fraternities will join us for
our Sandblast lunch at noon on
Saturday behind the Sigma Chi
house! There will be lots of food
so come and support your frater-
nity and Sig Kap Sandblast!
_______________________9/27
FREE COFFEE; IN SEARCH OF
TALENT. Monastery coffee house
is looking for Poets, Musicians,
Comedians, Thespians, Etc. to
volunteer their talent on Saturday
nights. Call Holly @ Health
Service 581-7015.
_______________________9/27
EVERYONE IS NOT DOING IT!!!
To: students under the age of 21.
22% of your peers are NOT con-
suming alcohol. You don’t have to
either-The “CHOICE” is yours!!
_______________________9/27
ALPHA SIGMA TAU ACTIVE
MEMBERS: We love you and
thank you for everything. Love,
THE NEW MEMBERS!
_______________________9/27
LARGE PIZZA SINGLE ITEM
AND THIN CRUST $7.95 + tax.
Just ask for it. Pagliai’s Pizza
345-3400 free delivery available.
_______________________10/4
DELTA CHIS- Good luck this
weekend with SANDBLAST and
AST WORLD SERIES! I’ll see
you out there. Love, Lisa.
_______________________9/27
DAVE- Get excited for
Barndance! I know we’ll have an
awesome time! Phi Sig Love-
Mandy.
_______________________9/27
BETH ANDERSON OF ASA, You
did a great job with Deck-A-Sig. I
hope you have fun tonight at
BARNDANCE. Alpha Love, your
secret sis!
_______________________9/27
DIDN’T LIKE WHAT THE OTHER
FRATERNITIES OFFERED?
Why not help start a new one
here on campus. Questions call
Tris @ 348-5471.
_______________________10/1
CRAIG DESIMONE OF LAMBDA
CHI ALPHA: HEY CRANK, CON-
GRATULATIONS ON YOUR
EXEC. POSITION!F OH, WHO’S
YOUR JIMMY’S JOHNNY?
LOVE, KINDER AND JULES-
VERN
_______________________9/27
TKE FOOTBALL-Congratulations
on making the Play offs!
_______________________9/27
CATHERINE’S HORSE will be
playing live at the TKE house 8-
11 pm. Everyone welcome.
_______________________9/27
HANNON AND MUTZ OF SIGMA
PHI EPSILON. Thanks for your
great “coaching” during the Grand
Slam. You’re the best!! Love, the
ladies of Tri-Sigma.
_______________________9/27
HEY PHI SIGS break out the flan-
nels and the overalls, its time to
party in the barn! Ye-Ha!
_______________________9/27
VICTORIA MARKLEY OF TRI-
SIGMA-Congratulations on get-
ting lavaliered to Suvas Lobo of
DELTA TAU DELTA! Your sisters
are happy for you. Sigma Love,
your sisters.
_______________________9/27
DANIELLE LAFAYETTE OF TRI-
SIGMA- Thanks for all your hard
work with the Great America trips
this weekend! You are awesome!
Love, your sisters.
_______________________9/27
CRANSTOUN AND HENGLES-
Get ready for a “boot skooting”
time tomorrow night and then of
course a trip to Dennys for coffee!
Love, Kel
_______________________9/27
HEY ALPHAS AND DATES; Pull
out your flannels, put on your
boots, and get ready to play in
the hay at BARNDANCE tonight!
_______________________9/27
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Pledge meeting Sunday Sept. 29 at 7 p.m. in
Charleston/Mattoon Room (Union). Please be on time. Bring paper for
signatures. Bring Ideas regarding your projects.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL BGC Party tonight at 10 p.m. in the
University Ballroom.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Active meeting Sept. 29 at 8 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room.
WESLEY FOUNDATION The Lighthouse is open for dancing, talking,
meeting friends, etc. tonight from 9 p.m.-1 a.m. in the Basement of WF,
2202 4th St. There is no cover charge and no age restriction if you’re a
student at EIU or Lake Land.
UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS Durbin/Salvi Debate. Anyone interested
in going can meet on Saturday, Sept. 28 at 1827 9th St. at 8:30 a.m.
Call Kevin at 6148 or Chris at 348-8920 for more info. 
WESLEY FOUNDATION is having a “CENT” Supper Sunday (Sept.
30) at the Wesley Foundation (across from Lawson). This is a supper
for any student who wants to join us. Please let us know if you’re com-
ing by Friday 348-8191.
MOSLEMS ASSOCIATION Friday Prayers today at noon in the
African-American Center.
MODEL UNITED NATIONS General Assembly this Saturday from 8
a.m.-3 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
THE AGENCY meeting and work session today from 1-2 p.m. in
McAfee 21A. Students interested in practicing public relations skills
may attend.
BLACK GREEK COUNCIL Union Party tonight from 10 p.m.-1:45 a.m.
in the University Ballroom.
AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDIES ASSOC. meeting Sunday at 6 p.m.
in the African American Center. All majors welcomed.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass will be held on Sunday at 11
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
classifiedadvertising The Daily Eastern News
Help Wanted Help Wanted
Wanted
Adoption
Sublessors
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For Sale
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For Rent Sublessors For Rent For Rent
campus clips
The Daily Eastern News
6b friday.9.27.96 On the Verge of the Weekend
EVERYONE NEEDS
MORE MONEY!
Right?
SO... why not sell your
unwanted items in
The Daily Eastern News
Classified Section!
classifiedadvertisingThe Daily Eastern News
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MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM                                               BY MIKE PETERS
Most ballerinas have longslender frames that helpto gracefully maneuverthem across a stage. Their
lightweight bodies float like feathers
in the wind. Now imagine a ballet
where the dancers weigh about a
thousand pounds each and are
stronger than the entire offensive
line of a football team. Doesn’t
sound so pretty anymore does it?
But actually, this performance
may end up being one of the most
beautiful shows ever seen. With
that in mind, consider going to see
“The Wonderful World of Horses.”
Traveling all the way from Vienna,
Austria, a team of “world famous”
Royal Lipizzaner Stallions will per-
form a brand new show entitled
“An Evening In Vienna.”
The show is a tribute to the
World Famous Spanish Riding
School of Vienna. Gary Lashinsky,
the show’s agent, is bringing his
team of stallions to perform in
Carbondale at the Southern Illinois
University Arena on Sept. 27.
Now the art of equestrian ballet
is a tradition that dates back over
400 years. So the amazing “leaps
and maneuvers” that will be seen in
the show “An Evening In Vienna”
are the same ones Austrian fighters
used on the battlefields to defend
themselves.
This irreplaceable piece of history
has been savored and perfected to
bring the world a ballet performed
by horses.
But the Royal Lippizzans are not
the only horses being used in the
grand production, though. The fore-
fathers of the Lippizzans: the
Arabian and the Spanish Andalusian,
will also be making appearances in
this production.
Also in the show is a segment
entitled the “Airs Above the
Ground.” This segment is another
rendition of the beautiful chore-
ographed ballet on horseback.
The show is being performed at 8
p.m. on Sept. 27 at the SIU Arena.
Tickets are available at the SIU
Arena Box Office and usual ticket
outlets. Tickets are $12.50; children
and Seniors save $2.00 per ticket.
There are limited VIP seats available
for $16.50 a ticket. For more infor-
mation about the event call (618)-
453-5341.
Graceful galloping
Half ton animals strut their stuff 
official notices
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
ARTS & HUMANITIES MAJORS––Arts and Humanities majors planning to
enroll in upper division courses in the Lumpkin College of Business for Spring
1997 must apply for a position on the priority list by completing an application
form in Room FAM 219, Doudna Fine Ar ts Center no later than Friday,
September 27, 1996.  Arts and Humanities majors with minors in Business
Administration must also do this if they are planning to enroll in upper division
courses in the College of Business for Spring 1997.–James K. Johnson, Dean,
CA & H
CDS ADVISEMENT & INFORMATION––The Department of Communication
Disorders & Sciences will hold a Career Information and Group Advisement
Session on THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1994, in Room 201/202 of the Clinical
Services Building.  Freshmen and sophomore CDS majors and students interest-
ed in a CDS major should attend the 5:30 p.m. group meeting.  Junior and senior
majors should attend the 6:30 p.m. group meeting.  Individual advisement ses-
sions will follow each group meeting.  Students interested in CDS may call 581-
2712, email csldh@eiu.edu, or review the depar tment’s web page at
www.eiu.edu\ac\sci\cds for more information.–Robert M. Augustine, CDS
Department Chair
by ashley marquart
staff writer
NEW YORK (AP) – Mario
Van Peebles wants it both ways.
He wants to be known for
such thought-provoking work
as Showtime’s “Gang in Blue,”
in which he portrays a Los
Angeles police officer trying to
deal with racism on the force.
He wants people to know he
directed “New Jack City,” a
critical and commercial hit that
put a face on the rise of inner-
city drug lords in the 1980s.
At the same time, he wants
to wriggle free from any pres-
sure about the vapid violence
that characterizes his latest
film, “Solo,” a critical and box-
office bomb.
To questions about his
choice of material and its
potential impact on its target
young audience, he deadpans,
“Kids don’t line up to see
‘Gandhi.’ “ His filmmaker dad,
Melvin, concurs. He appeared
with Mario in “Gang in Blue,”
but says of “Solo,” while some
of their projects get attention
for being “socially responsible,”
others “are just pure entertain-
ment. As a matter of fact, for
that genre of film, I thought it
was rather gentle.” Still, while
Mario is supposed to be pro-
moting “Solo,” in which he
plays an action hero cut in the
Terminator mold, what he real-
ly wants to talk about is
“Panther,” a 1994 movie his
father wrote, and which Mario
directed, about the Black
Panther movement in the
1960s.
If you have any
ideas, thoughts or
feelings about The
Verge, please come
in and let us know.
You are our friends
until the end. We
love you guys. We
mean it man. 
Mario Van Peeblesmakes `Solo’ departure
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When We Say We Ad 
Match Competitors Ads
WE DO IT!!
WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
Payment Option:
ACCEPTED
SAME LOW PRICES
at ALL THREE LOCATIONS
2000 Western Ave. - Mattoon
WIC Coupons Accepted
505 W. Lincoln - Charleston
New ATM Cash Machine
960 18th St. - Charleston
New ATM Cash MAchine, WIC
OPEN
24 hours
OPEN
24 hours
OPEN
6am-11pm
• Money Orders - 39¢
• Food Stamps Accepted
• Postage Stamps
• Lotto
• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service
CA$H  IN  ON  $AVING$
“LOW PRICE LEADER
FOR OVER 57 YEARS”
PRICES EFFECTIVE FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27 THRU SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
2/$300
Ritz Crackers . . . . . . .
Minute Rice . . . . . . . . .
Canned Veggies . . . . .
Juicy Juice. . . . . . . . . . 
Lotsa Pop. . . . . . . . . . .
Cottage Cheese . . . . . .
Nabisco Libby’s
Prairie FarmsGreen Giant
2/400 2/ $300
2/ $300
2/$400$100
2/ $100
Nabisco
Chips Ahoy
2/$400
Red Baron Family 12 inch
PIZZAS
3/$600
PUMPKINS
All Sizes
Now Arriving!
all varieties 46oz Cans
12 pak cans
16oz
14 oz
15oz
Family Pack Ground Beef
97¢
All varities 14-18 oz.
Jonathan Apples
3lb Bags
Peeled Baby Carrots
$100 Celery
57¢
NEW ATM DEBIT CARDS
Sweet and Sour Chicken
Sweet and Sour Shrimp
Almond Chicken 
Empress Chicken (spicy)
Kong Pao Chicken (spicy)
Chicken with Snow Peas
Beef with Snow Peas
Beef with Broccoli
Beef with Pepper Steak
Mongolian Beef
Almond Roast Pork
Shrimp Chop Suey
Hot and Spicy Chicken
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Hot and Spicy Beef
Mushroom Beef
Sweet Sour Pork
NOW OPEN MONDAYS
Take Out and
Delivery!
1505 18th St.
Charleston
348-5941
COMBINATION PLATTERS
served with eggroll, fortune cookie, fried rice
$465
A d v e r t i s e
For many underground hip-hop
artists the transition from local to
national fame is a big step. But for
those who are fortunate enough
to hook up with someone who
already has a claim in the game,
the transition is easy. Case in
point: the Griots.
This compilation album,
released this summer on Shadow
records, is looking for the recogni-
tion needed to go nation-wide.
Jeru the Damaja is featured on
one cut which makes the connec-
tion between the under- and
above-ground worlds.
The Griots, whose name means
“story teller” in Africa, recently
released a compilation of nine dif-
ferent international groups each
with their own unique style and fla-
vor.
From the opening cut, Jeru’s
smooth flow is featured with the
group Walkin’ Large. Immediately
you get the “Roots” feeling of a
live band and classic beats.
Raucous a.k.a. Sabotage, a
German MC by way of Harlem,
leaves no doubt that he deserves
his record deal. Sabotage brings
hard lyrics and unique metaphors
mixed with tight production to for-
mulate his “five mic” single.
The other tracks on the album
are just as good as anything out
today – if not better.
In fact, groups featured on the
album like Otropic Three out of
England, The Plains from Toronto
and Hungarian female duo Tibro,
will all be releasing full-length
albums within the next year.
If you like groups like The Roots,
Diggable Planets, and The Beanuts;
the Griots compilation album is a
definite pick-up.
The Griots
“The Griots”
Shadow Records
‘The Griots’From underground to mainstream
DANK
by greg pipken
staff writer
Diggity Dank Dank Okay Schwag Schwiggity Schwag
the
reviewguide
